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Ch. 5: Minor Keys and the 
Diatonic Modes

We continue our study of keys and scales 
by writing and playing in minor keys and 

diatonic modes. With this knowledge, along 
with that of major keys, we will be able to 
identify keys and modes in musical works.

Overview



Parallel Keys: Shared Tonic

If all music were composed in major keys, 
the pallet of musical colors would be 

severely limited. We begin our study of 
minor keys by comparing a minor key with 
the major key that begins on the same note 

(or tonic) - a relationship called parallel 
minor and major.



Key of E. Melody line (1,2,3,4,5)



Key of e. Melody line (1,2,♭3,4,5)



Parallel Keys often appear within a single piece 
or movement, as in “Der Lindenbaum” to set a 
different mood. In this song, the minor-key 
passage reflects a change in the text from 
daytime to a foreboding “dead of night.” 
Parallel keys might also be used for different 
variations in a theme and variations piece or for 
separate movements in a larger work.



Parallel Keys share the same tonic 
Major Scale (1,2,3,4,5) 

Minor Scale (1,2,♭3,4,5) 

Third Scale Degree of the minor scale is a 
half step lower than in the major scale 

Major Scale = WWH,WWWH 
Minor Scale = WHWW, HWW

Key Concepts



KEY CONCEPT 
Relative keys have different 
tonics, but share the same 
key signature and diatonic 

collection



Notice the 
scale degrees 

above the 
melody lines

1, 2,♭3, 5, 7

1, 2, 3, 5, 7



Finding the Relative Minor and Major Keys
To find the relative minor of any major key, identify scale 
degree 6 of that major scale: that pitch is the tonic of the 

relative minor.

Shortcut: Count down three half steps from the major-key 
tonic, but make sure it spans 3 note names.  

Example above: Relative minor is e minor, not f♭minor



Finding the Relative Minor and Major Keys

To find the relative major of any minor key, identify scale degree 
♭3 of that minor scale: that pitch is the tonic of the relative major.

Shortcut: Count up three half steps from the minor tonic. 
Once again, make sure it spans 3 note names 

Example above, relative major is B♭ major, not A# Major.
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Practice!

If you are counting half steps, be careful to choose the 
correct spelling: it should conform to the key signature 
of the major key AND span three different letter names. 
The relative of A major, for example, is F#minor (A-G-F) 

not G-flat minor.



Practice!

To find minor key signature, Find Tonic in major key 
then find scale degree 6. Easiest thing would be to 
memorize major key signatures and their relative 

minors.



You now have 
the knowledge to 

complete 
assignments  
5.1 and 5.2



3 Types of Minor Scales
Natural Minor — Scale whose accidentals exactly 
match the key signature of the relative major 
Scale Degrees different from Major Scale:    ♭3, ♭6, ♭7

Harmonic Minor — Natural Minor Scale with a 
Leading Tone 7. Distinctive leading tone sound. 
Scale Degrees different from Major Scale:            ♭3, ♭6

Melodic Minor — Differs in its ascending and 
descending.  
Ascending: ♭3 ONLY.      Descending: Natural Minor Scale



REMEMBER!

If a note is already # 
in the major scale, a 
♭ makes it♮! 

♯ 

♮ 

♭ 



Writing Natural Minor Scale
1) Start with Major Scale

2)♭3, ♭6, ♭7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

♭3 ♭6 ♭7

D Major Scale

D Minor Scale

You Can double check your work by checking the Relative Major scale. 
Scale of the ♭3 is F. F has one flat in Key signature.  B♭.



Writing Harmonic Minor Scale
1) Start with Major Scale

2)♭3, ♭6,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

♭3 ♭6

D Major Scale

D Harmonic Minor Scale

Always make sure Harmonic Minor has a LEADING TONE.



Writing Melodic Minor Scale
1) Start with Major Scale

2)Ascending: ♭3. Descending: ♭3, ♭6, ♭7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

D Major Scale

Melodic Minor will be different ascending vs descending. 

♭3

♭6♭7 ♭3

D Melodic 
Minor Scale



Recognizing Scale types in Music

No 
Accidentals 

MAJOR

Key Signature: E-flat
Lots of Accidentals 

CHROMATIC



Key Signature: E-Flat

♭3, ♭6, ♭7

Key Signature: E-Flat

♭3, ♭6,  AND a 
Leading Tone?



You now have the 
knowledge to 

complete 
assignments  

5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 
DUE FRIDAY 9/14/18


